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Validation of large�eddy simulation
in a plain asymmetric di�user

By M� Fatica� H��J� Kaltenbach� AND R� Mittal�

Motivation

The main motivation for this study comes from the need to validate wall�resolving
LES with the dynamic model in the case of a spatially evolving �ow with mild
separation�
With the increase in computing power� more complex �ow con�gurations are

being investigated by means of three�dimensional� unsteady numerical simulation�
The concept of large�eddy simulation �LES�� in which resolved and subgrid�scale
motions are de�ned by a spatial �lter applied to the Navier Stokes equations� has
emerged as a promising tool which complements Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes
�RANS� computations� The development of the dynamic SGS�model by Germano
et al������� was a major advance towards a general model which is applicable to an
arbitrary �ow and does not need adjustment of model parameters�
An important class of �ows which has not been simulated extensively with the

LES technique is the pressure driven separation from a smooth surface� Mildly sep�
arated �ows have always been a challenge for experimentalists as well as modelers�
Experimental research on separated �ow physics was hindered by the fact that

conventional hot�wire technique is direction insensitive and requires a signi�cant
mean �ow component to produce reliable measurements� With the increasing use of
the LDA technique more data sets of separated �ows are becoming available which
are suitable for validation purposes� A particularly interesting con�guration was
investigated recently by Obi et al� ����	a� ���	b�� using a single�component LDA

a fully developed turbulent �ow from a long inlet duct enters a plane� asymmetric
di�user with an opening angle of ���� The �ow separates about half way down the
de�ected wall� and a separation bubble forms which extends into the straight outlet
duct where the �ow reattaches�
This �ow has several desirable features which make it a good test case for vali�

dation of a computational technique such as large�eddy simulation

a� The �ow belongs to the class of mild�� pressure�driven� separation from a

smooth wall� Many technical devices are designed to operate close to these
conditions since optimum performance is often achieved when the �ow is at
the verge of separation�

b� The �ow exhibits rich �ow physics� such as the combined e�ect of adverse
pressure gradient and curvature near the di�user inlet and incipient separation
and reattachment in the outlet duct�
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Figure �� Computational domain for the plane di�user� Only a subset of the
actual grid lines is plotted�

c� The in�ow conditions are unambiguously de�ned� The inlet duct has a length
of more than ��� duct heights� thereby guaranteeing that the �ow entering
the expansion is a fully developed turbulent channel �ow� For validating the
computation of a spatially evolving �ow� it is crucial to know the upstream
conditions with a high degree of accuracy�

d� The wall�shear based Reynolds number of the incoming channel �ow is Re� �
���� Although a direct simulation of channel �ow is feasible at this value� a
DNS of the full di�user is still prohibitively expensive� The Reynolds number is
high enough that the �ow does not depend much on this parameter� Obi ������
did not �nd signi�cant changes of �ow physics when doubling the Reynolds
number�

During the course of the work� a closer examination of the experimental dataset
from Obi et al� ����	a� revealed some inconsistencies� Basic requirements such
as mass and momentum balance of the �D mean �ow were not met in the rear
part of the expansion �Kaltenbach� ������ As a result of this� it was felt that an
independent con�rmation of the experimental data was highly desirable� Therefore�
a con�guration similar to Obi�s rig was built� and great care taken to ensure that the
data set satis�ed basic requirements for validation purposes �Buice � Eaton� �����
������ For simplicity we refer from now on to the Obi and the Buice experiment�
respectively�

Flow con�guration

The di�user geometry as shown in Fig� � and Reynolds number Reb � Ub��� �
���� match the experimental con�guration of Obi and Buice� Here� the Reynolds
number is based on the bulk velocity Ub found in the inlet duct of height h � ���
The parallel �ow from the inlet duct enters the asymmetric di�user characterized
by an expansion ratio a � hout�hin � ��� and by an opening angle of �� degrees�
The expanding section extends over ��� and is followed by a tail�duct of height
����� With the tail�duct extending over approximately 	��� the exit plane is located
near x�� � ��� At this location the �ow has reattached but is far from being in
equilibrium� In the present study we focus on the separation and reattachment and
not on the recovery into a canonical channel �ow� which occurs over a length of tens
of heights of the exit channel�
Simulations were performed on three di�erent meshes and for domain widths of

�� and �� in the spanwise direction� The mesh is stretched in the streamwise and
wall�normal direction� Details on the numerical method are given in Fatica � Mittal
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Computationally� this �ow is very challenging because of the large range of
timescales encountered� The inertial time scale � � ���h�x��Ub�x�� based on lo�
cal di�user height h�x� and bulk velocity Ub�x�� is proportional to the square of the
expansion ratio� i�e� �out � a��in� At the same time� the computational time step
is limited by the need to resolve the turbulence in the inlet section� The net e�ect
of the time�scale disparity is that the simulations require very lengthy integration
times�

In this brief� we will compare results from two simulations on a domain with
a spanwise dimension of ��� On the medium mesh ���� � �� � ��� the in�ow
pro�le has a ratio of centerline to bulk velocity Uc�Ub � ����� while on the �ne
mesh �	��� ��� ���� the ratio is equal to ����� the same value as reported in the
experiment of Buice� Before sampling statistics� the simulation is run for an initial
period corresponding to approximately one �ow�through time in order to �ush out
the initial transients� Statistics were then sampled over a period of ���� �in or �
�ow�through times for the simulation on the medium mesh� The �ne simulation
is not �nished yet and only 	 �ow�through times were used� Mean quantities are
obtained as averages over both the spanwise direction and time�

Validation of simulation results

The present work aims at exploring the capability of LES for accurate quantitative
prediction� For this purpose we compare simulation results with measurements from
Obi et al� ����	a� ���	b� and Buice � Eaton �������

Evaluation of experimental data sets

Meaningful comparison between simulation and experiment hinges on the as�
sumption that the same �ow is being studied� Ideally� this requires a match in
geometry� in�ow and out�ow conditions� and Reynolds number� The present state
of high�resolution numerical simulations makes it desirable that the computed �ows
be homogeneous in at least one spatial direction� In a spatially evolving �ow such
as the di�user �ow� the spanwise direction is considered to be homogeneous� It is
hoped that �ow physics will become independent of the chosen spanwise domain
size once the computational box is wide enough� In this direction periodic bound�
ary conditions can be applied� which is advantageous from a numerical point of
view since highly accurate Fourier expansion based methods can be employed� Fur�
thermore� averaging statistics in the homogeneous direction reduces the required
sampling time considerably� and this results in signi�cant savings in terms of CPU
time�

To set up an experiment of a �ow which exhibits spanwise homogeneity remains
a challenge� Once the �ow separates� the inherent three�dimensionality resulting
from side walls of an experimental facility often increases signi�cantly� By choosing
con�gurations with wide aspect ratios� it is hoped that e�ects from unavoidable
secondary �ows will be small and will not a�ect the core region� which should
represent a nominally two�dimensional �ow�
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Assessment of suitability of Obi�s data for validation

Obi et al� ����	a�b� investigated �ow in an asymmetric di�user using LDA in
a wind tunnel� They measured pressure along the �at wall� mean velocity� and
Reynolds stresses� The aspect ratio of di�user inlet and outlet was �
	� and �
�����
respectively� The inlet channel was slightly wider than the di�user in order to
prevent thick sidewall boundary layers from entering the expansion� Buice employed
the same technique� In order for the �uid to enter the side slots� the pressure in
the slots has to be slightly lower than the ambient pressure� Buice achieved this
by obstructing the di�user exit� thereby raising the average pressure level in the
di�user� Nothing similar is reported for the Obi experiment� Therefore� some
doubt remains about the conditions at the di�user inlet of Obi�s setup�
Measurement errors for U and Reynolds stresses are estimated to be ���� and

���� respectively �Maeda et al� ������ Mean �ow pro�les are two�dimensional
within �� of U over ��� of the inlet duct and ��� of the outlet� The mean �ow
pro�le measured ��� upstream of the di�user throat in the inlet channel is slightly
asymmetric� However� the ratio of centerline to bulk velocity at this location is
����� which matches closely the prediction by Dean �������
The �ow�rate per unit width m �

R
U�y� dy computed from pro�les measured

along the center�plane is plotted in Fig� �� Up to the end of the expansion near
x�� � �� the �ow�rate is constant within a �� error band� As the �ow leaves the
expansion and enters the outlet section the �ow�rate increases rapidly� This might
indicate that signi�cant secondary �ow develops in the outlet section� Obi�s data
have been made available on ftp�server �Maeda ������ there� velocity data were
scaled in a way such that global mass conservation is guaranteed at every station�
We will use the scaled data for comparison with simulation results� keeping in mind
that pro�les measured downstream of x�� � �� should be only used for qualitative
comparison�
A special remark is required with respect to proper normalization of pressure

measurements which are published in Obi����	b�� There� cp is given with respect to
a reference velocity Uref � Since we choose to present all our data with respect to the
bulk velocity of the incoming channel �ow� we need to know the ratio Uref�Ubulk�
Obi et al�����	b� state that the reference velocity corresponds to the centerline
velocity of the inlet duct� However� the mean �ow pro�le measured in the inlet
duct at x�� � ��� reaches a peak of �����Uref �see database of Maeda et al� ������
Thus Uref � �����Ucent� and with Ucent�Ubulk � ����� the conversion of cp given
with respect to Uref into cp with respect to Ubulk involves multiplication with the
square of Uref �Ubulk � ������ The use of an incorrect reference velocity in Obi
����	b� has been corroborated recently�

Assessment of suitability of Buice�s data for validation

The overall dimensions of the experimental facility of Buice ������ are similar to
Obi�s setup� The novel feature of this experiment is the fact that the pressure level
in the facility was raised through exit blockage� thereby allowing careful control
of sidewall boundary layer leakage through slots immediately ahead of the throat�
Velocity was measured in air with a hot�wire technique� using single and cross wire
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Figure �� Flow rate
R
U dy����Ub� from experiments by Obi �� � and Buice � ��

Ub is the bulk velocity of the inlet channel� Error bars mark 	� deviation�

in regions with signi�cant forward �ow and pulsed wires elsewhere� The maximum
error in mean velocity is 	�� Flow rates obtained from integration of velocity pro�les
measured with single wire upstream of separation and a combination of single and
pulsed wire elsewhere are plotted in Fig� �� An increase in �ow rate in the order of
�� occurs in the region downstream of x�� � ��� i�e� immediately behind the zone
of maximum pressure rise� Wool tufts mounted to the side walls did not indicate the
presence of secondary �ow or sidewall separation� The mass��ow deviation in this
region is slightly greater than the con�dence level for the measurements� No check
of spanwise homogeneity at this location is available� Downstream of x�� � 	� the
mass is globally conserved within 	�� and the �ow is uniform in the span within
	��

Force balance

The integral momentum balance for a �xed control volume for the time� and
spanwise averaged force component Fx per unit depth is


X
Fx � �Fp�out� Fp�in� � Fp�ramp � Ffric � �Fvisc�in � Fvisc�out� � Min �Mout �

The corresponding control volume consists of vertical cuts at xin � ��� and at a
downstream position xout and follows the interior of both walls� With � denoting
the local angle between the de�ected and the horizontal wall� the individual forces
read
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Figure �� Individual terms contributing to the force balance from LES � ��
Obi �� � and Buice � �� Momentum �ux di�erence ��M � ��Min �Mout� �lower
curves�� residual Fp�net�Ffric��M �middle� and net pressure force Fp�net �upper
curves� are normalized by �U�

b �

Here and in the remainder of the brief we set � � �� For reference pressure pref we
use the pressure at the lower end of the downstream control volume face� Pressure
di�erence force and ramp force can be combined into a net force Fp�net � Fp�out �
Fp�in � Fp�ramp� which expresses the net e�ect of pressure acting on all control
volume faces� The force Ffric�w is evaluated for both walls� The momentum �ux
M consists of the three parts


M �

Z
U
�

dy �

Z
u�dy �

Z
���dy �

Since the deviatoric SGS�stress ��� is smaller than �� ����U�

b � it can be neglected
in the force balance for LES data� The isotropic part of the SGS stress enters the
balance through the pressure� We neglect Fvisc since the term scales with ��Re and
�U��x� �U��y�
Computation of the force balance from experimental data requires some minor

modi�cations such as inserting additional data points near the walls where measure�
ments are scarce and interpolation of cp�values in x� We assume that the pressure
varies linearly across the duct for the experiment� The cp�di�erence between wall

and interior resulting from the variance v� is on average ������ and has been ne�
glected for the experiments� Computing the force balance from LES results using
this approximation rather than the real pressure distribution leads to a residual in
the order of �����U�

b in the outlet section� The friction force for the experiments is
computed using cf from the LES� Skin friction from the simulation follows closely
the measurements of Buice �Fig� ��� and the overall contribution to the momentum
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balance is less than �� of the momentum �ux di�erence between two control vol�
ume faces� The overall error introduced by these approximations is assumed to be
in the order of ���
Figure 	 depicts individual terms and residual of the force balance for both experi�

ments and simulation� The residual is below �� of the momentum �ux di�erence for
LES results� thereby validating the internal consistency of the simulation method
and the force balance evaluation� Since friction contributes less than �� to the
momentum balance� the �ux di�erence �M is mainly balanced by the net e�ect of
pressure� with Fp�ramp contributing about one third of the net pressure force�
The maximum residual for Buice�s data set is ������U�

b � which is below ����
of the incoming momentum �ux� This accuracy is remarkable considering the ap�
proximations involved� We found it to be crucial to use raw data� i�e� velocity
measurements which were not scaled to satisfy global mass conservation� in order
to obtain a small residual for Buice�s data� Obi�s data develop a higher residual
which exhibits a trend from negative to positive values with streamwise location
x��� The positive values of the residual might come from neglecting the pressure
variation across the duct� Another source for the larger force balance residual com�
pared to Buice�s data might be the use of scaled velocity data� Raw data were not
available for Obi�s experiment�
Although the primary purpose of the force balance is a check of the consistency

of experimental data� we have included simulation results in Fig� 	� Since LES
and experiment have nearly identical incoming momentum �ux� the di�erence �M
indicates how much outgoing momentum �uxes di�er at the downstream control
volume face� LES and Obi�s data agree well whereas Mx�out is slightly higher for
Buice in the region �� 	 x�� 	 	�� Lower �M in Buice�s data corresponds to
a smaller net pressure force downstream of x�� � �� compared to simulation and
Obi� Note that the enhanced momentum �ux is consistent with the slight �ow�rate
increase in Buice�s experiment near x�� � ��� Since LES and Obi have similar
cp�curves �see Fig� ��� the net pressure force should be close�
Overall� both experimental data sets satisfy mass and momentum balance of a

nominally two�dimensional �ow within acceptable error bounds� which makes them
well suited for validation of a computational study�

Consistency check using Bernoulli�s Equation

As a consequence of conservation of energy� the total pressure cp � U� remains
constant along a stream�tube in an inviscid �ow� In Fig� �� this relation has been
evaluated for simulation and experimental data using cp along the upper wall and
the peak value of the streamwise velocity U at a given station� Included are data
from a RANS computation by Durbin �������
Figure � reveals that the Bernoulli relation holds only approximately in the dif�

fuser with viscous losses accounting for a 	�� decrease over the length of the domain�
We �nd that computations and measurements exhibit about the same total pressure
with the exception of Obi�s data� which fall short by about �� of the total pressure
upstream of x�� � ��� We attribute this deviation to the fact that raw data had
been scaled to satisfy global mass balance�
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b for LES � �� Durbin�s RANS
simulation � �� and experiments of Obi �� � � � and Buice � � ���

Up to x�� � ��� LES and Durbin�s RANS simulation predict larger Umax than
the experiments� However� both cases di�er with respect to cp as early as x�� � ���
Here� the limitations of the Bernoulli relation for the present con�guration become
evident� Conversely� the deviation in cp between LES and Obi on one side and Buice
on the other side is consistent with the larger values of Umax found near x�� � ��
in Buice�s data� There� the �ow rate was about �� higher than in the inlet duct�

Although the Bernoulli relation is only an approximation� it helps to interpret
some of the results which will be shown in the following sections� Since the relation
between peak velocity Umax and pressure is quadratic� a seemingly small mismatch
in mean �ow pro�le by e�g� 	� translates into a cp�di�erence of ��� This fact
highlights the enormous di�culty involved in accurate quantitative prediction of
this �ow� If through the presence of secondary �ow� for example� additional mass
�ow is added to a given pro�le which then accumulates in the region where the
pro�le is peaked� even small fractions of the total �ow rate are su�cient to increase
Umax considerably� thereby changing the pressure coe�cient strongly� It is also
evident that error bounds for measurements of Umax have to be rather small to
make data sets useful for validation purposes�

Comparison of LES with experimental data

Using the LES result as a reference� these plots allow comparison of both experi�
ments against each other� From Buice ������ we use raw data� i�e� data scaled with
Ub measured in the inlet duct� Obi�s data have been scaled in order to satisfy the
global mass balance� One should keep in mind that the uncertainty in the scaling
amounts to ��� downstream of x�� � ���
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Comparison of mean �ow and pressure recovery

In Figs� � and � we compare pro�les of mean streamwise velocity U � rms of ve�
locity �uctuations� and turbulent shear stress uv from simulation and experiments�
Results from two simulations obtained on di�erent grids are included in these plots�
For the validation we restrict ourself to the data from the �nest mesh�

Overall� the agreement of mean �ow pro�les between simulation and experiments
is quite good� Upstream of x�� � �� the peak velocity Umax of the simulation
is slightly above the experiments� This deviation is within the experimental error
margin� Between x�� � �� and x�� � 	� the situation is reversed� i�e� the experi�
ments exhibit slightly higher peak velocities near the �at wall than the simulation�
Note that Buice�s pro�les have not been scaled to conserve mass� which explains
the deviation at x�� � �� where the �ow�rate was �� high�

The amount of back�ow as well as the location and height of the separation bubble
agree well up to x�� � ��� Reattachment and recovery occur further downstream
in the simulation as compared to the experiment� This translates into a mean
bubble length of ��� in the simulation compared to ��� in Buice�s experiment� Skin
friction along both walls agrees well with Buice�s measurements� see Fig� �� Near
the di�user throat the mean �ow detaches over a very short distance� indicated by
cf dropping to zero near x�� � � on the de�ected wall� There� a very thin zone
of back�ow buried in the viscous layer exists that is completely disconnected from
the separation bubble� which begins at x�� � �	 and extends into the tail�duct�
Using a thermal tuft� Buice determined the location of vanishing wall stress to be
at x�� � ��� The location of zero crossing in cf is reached at a shallow angle�
Accurate prediction of the exact location of vanishing shear stress is probably less
important than of the overall shape of mean �ow pro�les and the slope of cf �x��

Most of the pressure increase occurs within the �rst third of the expansion with
the steepest rise close to x�� � � � Fig� ���

Comparison of Reynolds stresses

Measurement errors are higher for �uctuations as compared to the mean �ow�
especially at the early stations where measurement volumes are large compared
to the local gradients of rms pro�les� Buice�s measurements of u� are �awed near
walls� and the peak rms values are underpredicted by ������� Measurements of
v� are available only for regions where the turbulence level remained below 	���
Therefore� only partial pro�les are shown in the rear part� A few pro�les from the
LES upstream of the �rst measurement stations are shown� The scatter among
the two experiments is larger for rms�values and shear stress than for the mean
�ow� Still� the agreement of the two datasets is good� as can be seen at stations
x�� � ��� 	�� 	� where data from both experiments are available�

Rms pro�les from all three velocity components exhibit a characteristic shape
with a double peak� The location of the peak value moves away from the wall into
the �ow interior with increasing distance from the di�user throat� Locations of
peaks of all three rms�values are close to each other and coincide with the locations
of extremal values of uv�
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Figure �� Top
 Skin friction coe�cient cf based on Ub along de�ected wall
� � and �at wall � � from LES and Buice � �� Bottom
 Pressure coe�cient
cp based on Ub
 LES �at wall � �� LES de�ected wall � �� Buice de�ected
wall � � and Obi �at wall �� ��

Pro�les of u� from the simulation deviate from measurements upstream of x�� �
��� In this region the peak values of u� on the side of the de�ected wall are higher
by ������ than in the experiments� A similar overshoot is observed for �uv in
the region �� 	 x�� 	 ��� As mentioned earlier� Buice�s measurements for �uctua�
tions have rather large error margins� Inside the outlet section� deviations between
simulation and measurements become more pronounced near the separation bub�
ble� Near the �at wall� the agreement for u�� v�� and uv is reasonable� Obi�s data
are less reliable in this region since the �ow is no longer two�dimensional in the
mean� The vertical velocity �uctuation v� deviates from measurements downstream
of x�� � ��� There� the part of the v��pro�le between �at wall and duct centerline
is on average ������ higher in the LES than in the experiment� Also� uv seems to
be higher in this pro�le section�
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Figure �� Comparison of the LES result on �ne � � and medium � �
grid with data from Buice � � and Obi �� �� in the �rst half of the di�user
 a� Mean
velocity U�Ub� rms velocity �uctuations
 b� u��Ub� c� v��Ub� d� w��Ub� e� uv�U�

b �
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Figure �� Comparison of the LES result on �ne � � and medium � �
grid with data from Buice � � and Obi �� �� in the rear part of the di�user
 a� Mean
velocity U�Ub� rms velocity �uctuations
 b� u��Ub� c� v��Ub� d� w��Ub� e� uv�U�

b �
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Conclusion from the validation

Although mean �ow and cp agree well with the measurements� the agreement
in Reynolds stresses is not as good� Part of this discrepancy might be due to
measurement errors� However� often the deviation of simulation results is outside
the scatter of both experimental data sets� It seems unlikely that both experiments
su�er from a similar systematic error since di�erent measurement techniques �LDA
versus hotwire� were employed�
We �nd that the simulation captures many essential features of the �ow in this

con�guration� making it a valuable source for a detailed study of the physical phe�
nomena associated with the separation process� With respect to the ability of LES
to make accurate quantitative prediction of this �ow� some uncertainties remain�
Most importantly� it is not clear to what degree the �ow in the experiment might
be in�uenced by the presence of secondary �ow� A thorough validation requires
additional detailed measurements�

Future plans

The simulation on the �ne grid is still running� and it will be continued until
the statistic are fully converged� In addition� simulations on coarse grids will be
performed with interpolated in�ow �eld used for the �ne mesh� to investigate the
minimal resolution necessary for LES�
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